O<q<l, (1.1) where (";')"={~*-~)(l-oq)...(*-oy"l)
if n =O, if n = 1, 2,..., (1.2) and (a;q), = fi (1 -aq+ 1). n=l
Jackson also gave a second q-analogue,
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which was shown by Hahn [7] to be related to J!,')(.x; q) by the formula .yb;q)= -;;q , ) , ( > J'."(X. q) /XI < 2 r
The infinite series in (1.1) is convergent for Ix/ < 2 while that in (1.4) is convergent for all x, which explains the restriction in (1.4) . The notations in (1.1) and (1.3) are due to Ismail [S] . Jackson restricted himself to integer values of v and his work was based on the generating function A q-analogue of binomial formula the exponential function e' is (x; q)-;' through the yf &Lxx"= (ax; 4)x .=o(q,n)n (K cl), ' o<q< 1, j.Xl < 1.
(1.7)
Setting a = 0 we get Also, replacing x by x/a and then letting a -+ x in (1.7) one obtains where (';)=n(n-1)/Z. If we now replace .Y by (1 -q)x in (1.8) and (1.9) and let q -+ 1 -then both infinite series become exponential series so that es=q~yMl -4k4)cxz I= lim (-x(l-q);q)l.
(1.101 4-l Hahn [7] studied the q-Bessel functions for arbitrary values of v, and more recently Ismail [8] shed some light on the zeros of these functions as well as the q-Lommel polynomials associated with them. Ismail [9] also gave some integral representations of the modified q-Bessel functions.
Our approach here is to seek a q-analogue of J,(x) given as a Poisson integral [S, 7.12(7), p. 811
The principal result of this paper is the integral representation q)" = 2*" sin2" 8, (1.14) it is not difficult to show that (1.12) does indeed reduce to (1.11) in the limit q-9 l-. The key formula that we use to prove ( h(z; a) = fi (1 -2aq" cos $ + a2q2") = (a@, aep@l; q)mu, z = cos Ic/, In Section 2 we evaluate an integral, somewhat more general than we really need in this paper, but a special case of which will give us (1.12) as well as (1.22)(1.25) via some quadratic transformation formulas that we shall elaborate in Section 3. In Section 4 we obtain q-analogues of some of Gegenbauer's addition formulas for Bessel functions. When we substitute this in (2.6), use q-Saalschutz formula [13, IV.41 and simplify the coefficients, we obtain (2.1). An alternative, and somewhat more useful for our purposes, form of (2.1) via (2.7), is 
so that the integrand in (2.13) can be written as csc $(e2'lL, e m2'*; q),(jP, fe-'$; q),/(u2eziti, u2e-m2'*; q),-which yields the integrand of (1.12) if we set a = q"!' and f = -ixq" + ')j2/2. However, the last expression in (2.13) does not seem to correspond to ( 1.3), so we need to prove that which, in fact, is the same as (1.22), which can be easily shown by using (2.5) (3.2) and (1.13).
Using a special limiting case of Bailey's quadratic transformation formula [13, (3.4 So, by setting a=q'j2, f = -(ix/2)q("+1)'2 and taking the limit n + co and using (1.3) and (3.5) we obtain q"/*, qcv+')/2, -qv2) -q'"+ I)/*) -1 (3.8) which proves (1.12) and hence also (3.4) and (1.22) . Note that by taking the limit n --* co in (3.6) one would obtain the same expression as the righthand side of (3.8) with Ji2)(x; q) replaced by (-x2/4; q)m J!.')(x; q). This, of course, reaffirms Hahn's formula (1.4). Note also that (3.7) and (3. where z ' = -(qqq'"+"'i', which gives J12'(x; q) as a limiting case of the q-ultraspherical polynomials.
To prove (1.23) and (1.24) we need to use another quadratic transformation formula, due to Verma and Jain [ 143,
x W7(u; h. x, -x, y, -)I; q, a2q2/hx'~~*) (pa', pa21x2y2, pa2/hx2, pa2/by';p), = ( pa'lb, pa'lx', pa'ly2, pa2/bx2y'; p 1, x x W,(a'/b; h, x2, y2, -a/b, -ap' 2Jb; p, a2p3"/hx2y2), (3.10) where the symbol p is used here and elsewhere in this paper to mean q2. Using this in (1.16) and taking advantage of (2.7) by choosing two different combinations of parameters, we obtain
27r(fg, qga4/f; q)m(f4,fga2, fga2pli2, -fgp',*, -g2a4p"', pa4; p), = (4, -a', --a*q;q),(f'g*, ga4p"'lf, ga4plf, 7f2p"2, -fga4p'12, a4p"*; p),
x R W,( -,fga4p I"; -12, -a2p"2,.flg, -fgp ' ', ga4p"'lf; p, -.fgp"') Wfg, qga4/f; q)a~(f4rfga2,fga2p'!2,
-fg, -g2a4p, pa4; P), = (q, --a2, -qa2; q)r(f2g2, ga4P"21L ga4plf, -rf2, -fga4p, a4p"*; p)..
-a*p,f/g, -,fg, ga4p"'/f; p, -fg).
(3.11)
If we now set a =q"", f = -(ix/2)q'"+ "I2 and let g -+ 0 then the two expressions on the right-hand side of (3.11) give ( 1.23) and ( 1.24) via (3.8) .
Finally, to prove (1.25) we use the quadratic transformation formula [6] 1 u2, b2 2'pl ' P, px2/h4 pa'/b' ' I (aqlh', qx2/b2; q), (qa2x2/b2, q/b', plb2, pa2x21b4; p), = (q/h', aqx2/h2; q) I (qx2/h2, qa'lh', pa2/h2, px'lb4; p) , x x W,(ax2/h2; a, x, -x, xq'/*/h, -xq"'/b; q, aq/b2). (3.12) First, with (3.1), we convert the 8 W, series in (1.16) to a *CP' by (3.5), then to an x(p7 series in base q 'I2 by (3.12) , and finally to another 2~, series in base q 1/z by (3.5) . In the last step we take the limit g + 0, the end-result being a2q'l* ; ql/*, ix/2 1 , 1x1 <2, (3.13) which immediately leads to (1.25), via (3.8).
q-ANALOGUES OF SOME GEGENBAUER FORMULAS
We shall now try to find a q-analogue of Gegenbauer's formula [ 15, 11.5(2) If we seek an expansion of the form ; q, -(izq1'2/2)eie+iv .
(4.14)
This gives the expansion formula 
